
ITC FABELLE LUXURY
CHOCOLATES Fabelle The Bars
Quartet
An assortment of 4 dessert-inspired luxury chocolate
bars: Fabelle Tiramisu Fabelle Strawberry Cheesecake
Fabelle Intense Dark Fabelle Hazelnut Mousse
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹1,550.00 Original price was: ₹1,550.00.₹
1,248.00Current price is: ₹1,248.00. ₹1,472.64 : Price
incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Chocolate, Chocolate, Sweet Packs,
CHOCOLATES, DRY FRUITS, Corporate Diwali Gifts in
Bangalore 2023- Dry Fruits | Fitness | Electronics, Food
& Snacks
Tags: ITC FABELLE LUXURY CHOCOLATES Fabelle The
Bars Quartet

Product Description

Overview

Fabelle The Bars Quartet is a collection of four extraordinary luxury chocolate bars hand-crafted
by the skilled master chocolatiers at ITC Fabelle. The chocolate bars are made with a rich
chocolate shell on the outside, which contains a delicious and creamy centre waiting to explode
in your mouth. This chocolate box set includes four different flavours inspired by classic
desserts and the elements of nature. Key Information:

Main Ingredients: Fabelle The Bars Quartet contains four different luxury chocolate bars
created by Fabelle Exquisite Chocolates. The Fabelle Tiramisu and Fabelle Strawberry
Cheesecake chocolate bars are inspired by classic desserts, and Fabelle Fire and Fabelle
Wood are inspired by the elements of nature. Together, they form the Fabelle The Bars
Quartet.
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Suitable For: This collection of Fabelleâ€™s finest chocolate bars is ideal for chocolate
lovers who seek pleasure by exploring and experimenting with their taste buds. The four
different luxury chocolate bars offer a fantastic rollercoaster of some truly amazing centre
filled Fabelle chocolate bars.
Usage: Fabelle The Bars Quartet is the most special gift for your loved ones during
moments of celebration such as birthdays, anniversaries, and other happy occasions.
Present your friends and family with the best Diwali chocolate gift during this festive
season with Fabelle The Bars Quartet. If you love indulging in the lavishness of premium
chocolate bars quite often, then Fabelle The Bars Quartet is perfect for you!
Quantity: The Bars Quartet from Fabelle weighs 524g and contains four separate centre-
filled chocolate bars. This pack can be shared and enjoyed with your friends and family.

Combining some of their most excellent, hand-crafted luxury chocolate bars, Fabelle The Bars
Quartet delivers a bountiful of goodness for chocolate lovers all over. Fabelle brings together
the Fabelle Tiramisu and Fabelle Strawberry Cheesecake from the dessert-inspired collection,
along with Fabelle Fire and Fabelle Wood from the elements inspired collection. The result is a
singular, and irresistible fusion of some of Fabelle Exquisite Chocolatesâ€™ best chocolate
creations. Each Fabelle chocolate bar from The Bars Quartet brings something unique and
fabulous to the table.
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